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The value and interplay between
Due Diligence & Psychometric Assessment
In our June edition, Leathwaite discussed the common pitfalls and failures in lateral partner hiring
and the value that Due Diligence can offer in mitigating these risks. It is well-documented that firms
often struggle to maximise the success rate of lateral partner hires, with some reports claiming that
up to 50% of lateral partner hires fail.
How accurately these figures represent any one firm’s experience will vary greatly, but it is clear that there is
more that Professional Services firms can and should be doing to hire the right partners. Careful consideration
is required to ensure not only the alignment of a business plan with firm strategy, but also that the individual
successfully integrates into their new firm.
The majority of firms now regard Due Diligence as an integral part of their hiring process and, in the current
environment, it is more critical than ever before. In contrast, some firms still appear to grapple with how best
to include Psychometric Assessment as part of their interview process.

80% of Fortune 500 use Psychometric Tests
Most businesses in mature markets use psychometric tests in some capacity; this includes
80% of the Fortune 500 and 75% of The Times Best Companies to Work for. With
unstructured interviews and gut instinct being an unreliable predictor of success,
assessment can bring much needed objectivity to the interview process.
We believe that there is an important role for both due diligence and psychometric assessment
to play in the interview process. A Psychometric Assessment can draw out the personal values of
a candidate and provide insights into how those values drive their behaviour. The Due Diligence
report offers tangible feedback on how others perceive a partner as well as confirmation of client
traction and portability. In the words of one client:

“A well delivered Psychometric Assessment looks at the engine driving an individual

and shares insights into what can be expected from the candidate in terms of
behaviours. The Due Diligence tells us what the market says about the candidate
and what their clients’ impressions are. The Due Diligence shows us how those
behaviours manifest themselves”.
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The Value of Psychometric Assessment
Psychometric Assessment is far more than rubber-stamping your decision making; it offers
both a candidate and the hiring firm an understanding of the candidate’s strengths, as well as
an awareness of their potential trigger points and developmental areas. It supports a firm in
objectively selecting the right candidate and provides practical feedback around how best to
onboard and integrate the candidate in the most effective way. Psychometric Assessment does
not take the place of the interview process, but complements it.
Scientific Measurement
An evidence based psychological approach,
supported by research, that assesses future
performance and business origination
potential.

Feedback on Cultural Fit
Provides invaluable feedback on why a
candidate does what they do, including their
key motivators - are they motivated by
relationships, profit or a passion for their
work?

Identifies Development Areas
Practical feedback on how best to support
and integrate the hire. Reveals how
candidates achieve what they do in terms of
leadership style, relationship style and
working preferences.

Mitigates against Unconscious Bias
Promotes diversity of hires by illuminating
and encouraging culture add over culture fit,
helping to guard against inherent prejudice.

Richard Wilmot, CEO at Leapwell Consulting, which offers Psychometric Assessment services shares:

“Psychometric Assessment is most effective when used as a tool to support and inform decision
making, but it cannot make the decision for you. It is a valuable process that is proven to
improve recruitment decisions.
Quality Psychometric Assessments bring a 25% increase in good hiring decisions and a 25%
decrease in failed hires”.
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Time for Confidence
Most firms use psychometric tests in some shape or form to assess their junior intake, but there
remains a reticence to ask partner level talent to open themselves up to similar scrutiny. Many of
the firms that we speak with express a fear that including a Psychometric Assessment as part of
their hiring process may be too onerous, intrusive and lengthy for candidates, and may even
discourage them and result in them favouring competitor firms.
A well-delivered Due Diligence and Psychometric Assessment creates buy-in with the candidate and
offers them a thoughtful and engaging experience ahead of starting in the role. In our experience,
individuals see the value in the exercise and approach it with a positive and open mindset. As a
recently placed candidate explains:

“Psychometric Assessment provided me with an opportunity for independent psychological
evaluation and an understanding of my values and key motivators. It is a forum to have a
fresh, conscious look at my strengths and weaknesses, ahead of starting a new role.
The Due Diligence produced feedback on how I am perceived by others in the market, as well
as client feedback that I can take with me into building a practice at a different firm”.

The recent COVID-19 pandemic offers a positive opportunity for firms to refresh their
recruitment strategy. We would urge firms to have the confidence to include both Due
Diligence and Psychometric Assessment as part of the interview process for senior
candidates. Now an accepted and valued tool by most global organisations, there is no
reason not to follow suit.
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Look out for our next edition in January 2021: “Coaching - a critical tool to realising great
potential or an unnecessary distraction?”

